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Disruptive technology
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Modern LEDs use 90 per cent
One is TIR Systems Ltd. (TIYless energy than regular light
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error, and lots of R&D investment.

Beginning stages
But with many of those challenges apparently solved, LED
growth is at the beginning stages
in many industries. You find them
used in everything from bus stop
signs to military landing strips to
the new field of “architainment,”
using lighting for decoration or atmosphere enhancement.
TIR and Carmanah are
among the product’s Canadian
innovators, and both have recently announced their first profitable years. In early 2003, TIR’s
stock was trading at under a dollar. By December 2003, it had
jumped to $3.65 and sales revenues increased by 187 per cent,
exceeding one analyst’s forecast
of 138 per cent.
Since that time, TIR’s share
price has climbed further to the
$8-plus level. Analyst comments
are currently unavailable as a result of some recent turnover;
however, Bigen Ghazarian of
Sprott Securities, who recently
initiated coverage, rates the
company a “market perform”
and has a 12-month target of
$7.70 a share.
BP, formerly British Petroleum, known for being an early
adapter of energy-efficient and
environmentally friendly technologies, is using LightMark to replace its neon contour lighting on
gas station canopies in the U.S.,
New Zealand and Australia, with
orders totalling over $32 million.

Gaining contracts
That, together with some other
new contracts, should ensure
short-term profitability. TIR is targeting other early adopters worldwide and steadily gaining more
contracts in an industry that’s forecast to reach $4.4 billion by 2007.
Carmanah’s stock price has experienced a similar climb. In July

2002, it was trading at $0.53 a
share. In March 2003, it was at
$0.95. Today it’s around $3.25.
Fourth-quarter results for the
period ended Dec. 31, 2003,
showed an increase in annual revenue of 42 per cent, driven largely by sales not only within its core
marine market space but also by
extending into the aviation and
railway markets.
Marcel Brichon, an analyst
with Global Securities, predicts
Carmanah’s profitability will continue. While he is reviewing his
price targets, he points out that the
general positive outlook for the industry, together with Carmanah’s
concentration in and increasing
sales to the marine industry, bodes
well for future growth.
The falling U.S. dollar in 2003
has worked a little to the company’s disadvantage because most
of its sales are in U.S. dollars.
“But it’s still a good place to be
in because most of their costs are
in Canadian dollars, so they get
that kick,” says Mr. Brichon.
“Their margins are at 50 per cent,
which is wonderful to see.”
On the risk side, says Mr. Brichon, “I’m wondering at what
stage a competitor like GE might
step into that space. Carmanah is
mitigating that by becoming very
strong in the spaces it is in, and
the company hasn’t been spreading itself too thinly. Carmanah has
been approved by the U.S. and
Canadian coast guards, for example, so if anyone is doing anything
in the marine space, Carmanah is
the company they come to.”
Besides which, in every market the company has stepped into
so far, it has proven itself from
both the technology and marketing aspects.
If LED turns out to be a truly
disruptive technology, now might
be the perfect time to invest in it.
Anne Papmehl, a former investment adviser, is a freelance writer
living in London.
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